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Motivation

Related Works and Proposed Solution Error Detection and Preliminary Results

Example

➢ Graphs are being used to model entities, their attributes 

and their relationships.

➢ Example includes: products graph, social networks, 

knowledge graphs, etc.

➢ Real world graphs are evolving.

➢ Having accurate and complete information is critical.

➢ Conventional dependencies are for static graph.

➢ There is a need of temporal dependencies for temporal 

graphs.

➢ Temporal Functional Dependencies[1]

➢Works on relational data model

➢ Graph Functional Dependencies[2]

➢Works on static graphs

Existing works

Proposed solution

➢ Define Temporal Graph Functional 
Dependencies (TGFD)

➢Graph pattern 𝑄

➢ Valid period ∆

➢Data dependency 𝑋 → 𝑌
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*professional football player can only change his team when the transfer window in open. The transfer window 
opens two times per year, one for the month of January and the other one from June to August.
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𝜎 = 𝑄 𝑝, 𝑞, 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, 𝑤 , 0,4 𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ ,
(𝑥𝑡𝑖 = 𝑥𝑡𝑗 ∧ 𝑦𝑡𝑖 = 𝑦𝑡𝑗ሻ ⟶ (𝑤𝑡𝑖 = 𝑤𝑡𝑗 ∧ 𝑧𝑡𝑖 = 𝑧𝑡𝑗ሻ

Naïve approach (𝑩𝒂𝒕𝒄𝒉𝑻𝑬𝑫)

➢ Find matches of 𝑄 at each timestamp
➢ Pair the matches that their time 

difference lies within ∆
➢ Check if two have the same values on 𝑋, 

then they should have the same value 
on 𝑌

Incremental approach (𝑰𝒏𝒄𝑻𝑬𝑫)

➢ Find matches of 𝑄 at first timestamp
➢ Incrementally update the matches at 

next timestamps[3]
➢ Maintain the time window of the 

values in 𝑋 and 𝑌 for each match
➢ Check the violations based on the valid 

and permissible time window for each 
match

Results over DBPedia[4] dataset
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